Is your brain bored?

We can help with that.

Contribute your knowledge, expertise and vision to professionalize petroleum data management, gaining valuable insight and experience to take back to your professional arena. Are you...

- A leader?
- Fascinated by governance?
- A stickler for details?
- Committed to improving your professional discipline?
- Excellent at building credentials?
- A researcher?

Come. Connect with your community. Help put Petroleum Data Management (PDM) on the career map.

Join our volunteer force today. Explore the opportunities awaiting you:

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT**

**CERTIFICATION**

The Petroleum Data Management Certification Committee (PDMCC) is made up of subject matter experts dedicated to advancing professional development for the data management community through certification programs. The PDMCC helps design, promote and develop certification programs that will be industry recognized within the realm of petroleum data management. Currently, the two Certification Committees are collaborating with shared meetings and activities.

**Urgency: High**

Volunteers Needed: 6 global, Mixed Skill Set

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE**

The Professional Development Committee is hitting its stride. We’re laying the foundation for a global research project to establish job families, PDM roles and titles, compensation and competency frameworks. This is an exciting time to join this committee.

**Urgency: High**

Volunteers Needed: 5 global, Mixed Skill Set

**INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM DATA STANDARDS**

**REGULATORY DATA STANDARDS COMMITTEE**

The objective of this collection of like minded Regulators and operating company professional focus on data quality and consistency of standards in our industry. Leveraging efficiencies for streamlined permitting and reporting, a better return on investment and improved risk management

**Urgency: Low**

Volunteers Needed: Senior Regulatory Agencies and Global Operating company representation.

**WELL STATUS & CLASSIFICATION**

We will soon be releasing the PPDM Well Status and Classification v3 for member review.

**Urgency: Medium**

Volunteers Needed: Assorted industry professionals

**RULES**

We are seeking the assistance from industry professionals passionate about data quality to fill various roles including review and classification of the resource library.

**Urgency: Medium**

Volunteers Needed: Assorted industry professionals

**COMMUNITY**

**REGIONAL LEADERSHIP TEAMS**

Regional Leadership Teams are formed in areas where the PPDM Community has grown to the level where events and activities are regularly held in the area and hold an advisory role for activities in the area, and throughout the overall data management community. Currently, Regional Leadership Teams have been formed in Calgary, Houston, Denver, OKC, Perth and Dallas/Fort Worth, and are in the process of forming in Brisbane, London, Jakarta and Abu Dhabi.

**Urgency: High**

Volunteers Needed: Calgary: 3 Needed, Brisbane: 3 Needed, London: 5 Needed

**FOUNDATIONS EDITORIAL COMMITTEE**

This Committee works on the content of Foundations, the Journal of the Professional Petroleum Data Management Association. Role includes approving abstracts, reviewing and commenting on articles, and providing ideas for other content. This role is cyclical with more effort being needed in the 2 months prior to an edition being released, and less during the rest of the year.

**Urgency: Medium**

Volunteers Needed: 4

Authors also needed regularly to submit articles

---

How do I get involved?

Email: volunteer@ppdm.org
Telephone: +1 403 660 7817
Website: www.ppdm.org